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Abstract 

A jiiziy cell-nrapping coritrol algotitlinr fomial'ly proposed for  tnotolr coritrol I S  

extetided to tire applicatioti of satellite attititde niarieirveririg~stabilizirig coritrol The 
cell-niappitig nietliod treats tire conip1e.r satellite attittitle &rianiics. arid tlie jiizz), 
itrterpretatroti helps achieve n suitable cotitrol eIfort The result IS  a snrouth transition 
Poni niariruverrrig to stabilizatioti nitliortt oi9erslioot niirle niaititairiirig ati optinial 
cotitrol perfomratice 

Introduction 

Many satellites are designed to point toward the earth. Some are initended to face 
certain objects in tlie space. To maintain these goals, tlie attitude control system 
must be an  important entity in the satellite design (Huglies. 1956). In this paper. the 
fuzzy cell mapping method (Yen et. al.. 1994) is extended to resolve the complex 
dynamic behavior in tlie satellite attitude nianeuver control problem. 

The satellite attitude is affected b!- many factors. First of all. tlie satellite attitude 
must change u i t l i  the relative position in its orbit. Sonie spacecraft are large 
enough so tliat structural vibrations can not be neglected. The dynamics of fluids in 
tlie hiel tank can also affect the spacecraft attitude. Most of all, the dynamic 
equations tliat describe the satellite dynamics are higlily non-linear. Flor tlie attitude 
stabilih.. most of these effects are treated as small disturbances. The orbital 
interface is usually included in tlie dynamic model and treated as a varying 
reference set point. Froin tlie control point of \.ie\v. the mathematics describing the 
e\,olviag of tlie spacecraft orientation usuallj- requires complicated coordinate 
transformations (Huglies. 1986. Bois and Kovalevshy. 1990). Further. the 
spacecraft dynaniic characteristics is dependent on its rotational niotion. To achieve 
!he satellite attitude control. tlie control system generally di\.ide the task into t\vo 
separate processes: an nrtitiitle nicuieui~er control and a n  attitide stnhitizotiot? 
control (Wertz. 1978). Tlie ntrirutle iiio17eiwer control is to move tlie satellite across 
large angular displacemcnrs to acquire certain pointing direction. The control 
algontlini is al\\.a!-s based on rigid body d!.naniics so tliat coniples rotational 
motion can be resolved. Tlie rrrtituiie stiihilixriun control is IO iiiaintain t!ic satellite 
at a constant pointing direction. The control algoritlim is oftcn bascd on lincarited 
dynamic model. Therefore. man!- ad\.anced linear control theories hnl-e been 
employed (Do~glicrt?.. et. al. 1971. Wie. et. al., 1985). Most of the recent n.orks 
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have demonstrated successful applications on the large flexible space structures 
(Hale. et. al.. 1985. Byun and Wie, 1991). Very little result concerning the attitude 
~,imieiivering control are found in the literature. Tlie attitude maneuvering process 
undergoes large angular displacement. The control algorithm can not rely on rhe 
simple linearized model. Comtntional satellite neglects the rotational effects and 
use a bang-bang or bang-zero-bang ope control action to steer the satellite to a 
close prosimih of the target attitude. Tlie stabilization control system \vi11 then take 
over to regulate the satellite attitude around the reference point. Because energy is a 
major concern in the spacecraft operation. the maneuvering process can take 
months (Wertz. 1978). 

In this paper, the h z q  cell-mapping concept (Yen et. ai., 1991) is extended to 
tlie application of satellite attitude maneux'er control. The satellite attitude dynamic 
model is based on New-ton's second Ian. The cell-mapping analysis (Hsu, 1980, 
1985> 1987) takes into account all the rotational effects during the maneuvering 
process and searches for the optimal control sequence. Tlie sinall control torque 
available can also be includcd in the consideration. The complex satellite attitude 
control problem would require a very large amount of cells to properly describe tlie 
attitude behavior. With the fuzzy cell-mapping interpretation, maneuvering control 
to position state is accomplished even though very large cell sizes are used. 

The Satellite Dynamic Model 

Consider bod? fixed coordinate which passes through the satellite mass center 
and is coincide nit11 the principal axis. Because tlie period of the satellite going 
around the orbit is v e n  slow compared nit11 the attitude dynamics. the orbit 
coordinate i s  treated as a n  inertia coordinate. For simplicity, the authors use 
reaction .v\-heels as control actuators. Consider three reaction \\.heels on thrce axes. 
the schematics of the satellite is represented as the folloiying figure. 

Figure 1 Satellite Control System Schematics 

The angular moinentuin of the satellite can be described as (Hughes. 1986). 

I n  (1) .  Hs' stands for the total angular nioiiientuni of tlic satellite ?stein n i th  
respect to tlie inass center C based on :i inertia frame. HB'" stands for the angular 
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inoinentuin of the satellite without the reaction wheels. Hwdc stands for the angular 
momentum of the reactions wheels. Thus, 

The angular momentum of the system is 
H K ' C  = HK'c + "lq (rw, rw, ) ' (2) 

E l  ,=I 

or in terms of angular velocities, 
I 3 

H'" = 'w' + I"'" ow + C mIF (r", x rw,) (4) 
, = I  ,=I  

where IwVcl and IB" are 3x3 inertia matrices of W, about the mass center C, of W, 
and the system B Consider each reaction wheel has spin angular vlelocity 0, along 
I t  a m  d,, we ha\e 

ow = U' + R,d,  Thus. ( 5 )  

I 

(7) 

y ,  + z, - x, y, - x,z 

- .r z, - y, I, x ' + y, ' 
In equation (6) x,, y, ,  and z ,  are the coordinates of rl. Thus. 

HS" = 1'0' +H'. \there 

and H' = I K ' C ~  0 . If dl's are in the principal directions. then H- = A R ,  

Setting the time derivati\,e to obtain the dynamic equation of the satellite system. 
One obtain 

The angular acceleration of the reaction wheels Q can be used as the control input 
to the system. 

Fuzzy Cell-Mapping Method for The Attitude Maneuyering Conitrol 

In this study. we follow the cell-mapping procedure to s0h.e for the optimal 
control table for the sh order satellite inaneu\.ering and stabilization problem. 
Because the ?-stein is very complicated, it is desirable to use a simple algorithm for 
the defuzzifying process. Referring to figure 2, the control effort fc is detennined by 

.i , I  

,=I 

N = 1-c3 ' + w ' x I'w + w x AR + AR . (9) 
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where i = [T~, 
application is 

T_: T,,]~. and h, are tlie sizes of the cells The time period for 

Simulation 

Figure 

Results 

2 Tlie Cell Structure and Tlie Fuzz)- Interpolation 

The siinulation e\ainple follows the paraiiieters proposed for the ROCSAT-1 
satellite Consider the Euler axis/angle. n e  use 17 cells in the finest dimension, and 
for soiiie diinensions me onlq use 5 cells The time of action thus must be long 
enough so that the sqstein can be driren into a different cell The partition of tlie 
cell is Ilstec! belon 

Accordingl). the partition for the forces are set to 0, nnd& 38 .\.-I?? in all three axes, 
and tlie u i u t  for the reaction tiiiie is set to 0 73 sec 

Figures 3a-d shons a inaneu\ering process starting froin 4 = ;5 w = z and 6 = n 
to reach the origin Figure 3a and 3b slio\\ tlie rari‘ition of tlie rotation angles and 
tlie Euler angles, respecti\ el! Figure 3c she\\ s the angular \ elocities, and figure 3d 
sl~ons the input torque The satellite acceler‘ites in all three a\es toward the target 
attitude The inputs tlien reduce to zero as tlic ‘irigular reaches a pre-specified liinit 
The slstem \ \ i l l  tlien dccelerdre to settle on the target attitude From figure 3d. one 
can see that thc entire slstein follo\\s bang-zero-bmg control s t ra tea  and tlie 
rot‘ition,il diigles nio\ e ‘ilong the optiind trajectories toiiard tlie origin Figures -la- 
d sliovs [lie corresponding results \\it11 cnsp cell-iii,ipping control It is clear that 
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the control effort are not adjusted according to the esact location of the system state. 
The resulting control shows a overshoot. This is also a coinmon plien'omenon in the 
cell-mapping control. 
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Figure 3a Satellite Rotation Angle 
(Fuzzy Cell-Mapping) 
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Figure 3d Input Torque Variation 
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Figure l a  Satellite Rotation Angle 
(Crisp Cel 1-Ma pping) 
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Figure 4d Input Torque Variation 



Conclusions 

A fuzzy cell-mapping control is applied to the satellite attitude inanemering and 
stabilizing control The method includes both the strong capability of the cell- 
inapping inethod to treat the coinple\ satellite attitude djnainic problem and the 
smooth control froin the fuzq controller Simulation results show that the method 
achicve both maneulering and stabilization with a smooth transition between the 
control actions The control still follons closely the optimal control performance 
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